1.

Go get a fairtrade organic
coffee together

2.

Pick them a flower

3.

Email each other

4.

Send a romantic text

5.

Call each other on the phone

6.

Go to a café

7.

Be willing to compromise

8.

Kiss when no-one’s looking

29. Give them space to see
their friends

9.

Read to each other

30. Hold hands

51. Go camping

31. Be nice even if you are
in a mood

52. Make chocolate cake

10. Find a hobby to do together
11. Hug each other
12. Kiss

22. Gently nibble their ear

43. Hang out with friends

23. Brush their hair

44. Make dinner together

24. Take a walk by a river

45. Visit the bookshop

25. Go see a movie

46. Go to the library together

26. Go for a bike ride

47. Go shopping together

27. Go out to dinner

48. Make a CD of your
favourite songs

28. Watch TV together

32. Talk honestly with them

49. Smile
50. Read a novel together

53. Make sure they are safe
54. Give them a piggy back ride

13. Lay in the park cloud
spotting together

33. Lend a listening ear
34. Write each other love notes

55. Leave them a message on
their pillow

14. Share an ice cream

35. Paint together

56. Go see a play

15. Go to a concert

36. Trust each other

57. Go to the zoo

16. Snuggle

37. Be proud of your partner

58. Go for a boat ride

17. Share your dreams

38. Feed each other fairtrade
organic chocolate

59. Go swimming

18. Hold their hand
19. Check out a museum

39. Go dancing

20. Take care of each other
when you are sick

40. Surprise them with a present

21. Meet their friends & family

42. Study together

41. Run in the rain

60. Laugh together
61. Read each others’ horoscopes
62. Feed each other grapes
63. Do laundry together

64. Tell them you love them!

85. Watch the sunset together

65. Send them a rose

86. Be genuine

66. Surprise them

87. Go somewhere new together

67. Bake them cookies

88. Window shop together

68. Compliment them

89. Go to the city for the day

69. Lay out on a beach together

90. Buy them a piece of the moon

70. Make them a gift

91. Do yoga together

71. Go for a picnic

92. Tell them what you love
about them

72. Name a star after them
73. Write them a poem
74. Offer to massage their feet
75. Help them with their problems
76. Dedicate time alone together
77. Do something fun and have
a laugh together
78. Write their name in the sand
79. Go jogging together

of saying

93. Watch a movie together
94. Cook them their favourite meal
95. Swap a piece of jewellery
96. Fly a kite together
97. Never cheat on them
98. Eat by candle light
99. Learn to say I love you in
10 different languages

80. Go ice skating

100. Take them to the place you
ﬁrst met

81. Take them somewhere that
is special to you

101. Say ‘I love you’!

82. Make a photo album together
83. Give them a loving cuddle
84. Talk about your feelings
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other than
having sex
Tick them off, or
remember the date
and write it beside
the ones you do
together! This isn’t
a race! Take your
time and have
fun...
fun...TOGETHER!!

